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TTM is the most specialized magazine in the world, devoted entirely to 
painting techniques painting and weathering techniques of military vehi-
cles. In this issue we focus on mud. We will show through different tu-
torials, and sbs articles how to implement these techniques and how to 
translate to your models. Again the best modelers in the world showing us 
their tricks and techniques. You will learn through high quality photos and 
step by steps many new ways to use different products to recreate realistic 
mud in your vehicles. Printed for collecting in high quality format, TTM is a 
collectible resource packed with useful techniques and inspiration.

The best issue any magazine has ever dedicated to this theme. Explore the different techniques to replicate the mud on your
vehicles as an artistic resource.

AK4823 TANKER TECHNIQUES MAGAZINE
ISSUE 05 MUD & EARTH.

9€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/tanker-techniques-magazine-issue-05-mud-and-earth/
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High quality white acrylic putty, extra hard, (20 ml, 39 gr.). Polyurethane water 
based, one component product. It does not shrink when drying. Specially de-
signed for modeling. Superfine filler with perfect adhesion and sanding prop-
erties. It is water based so there is no smelly chemicals in the mix to cause 
skin and respiratory problems. It can an be cleaned off with water.

High quality grey acrylic putty, standard hardness (20ml, 39 gr.). Polyure-
thane water based one component product. It does not shrink when drying. 
Specially designed for modeling. Superfine filler with perfect adhesion and 
sanding properties. It is water based so there is no smelly chemicals in the 
mix to cause skin and respiratory problems. Can be cleaned off with water.

New color set for warships developed under MENG requirements to paint the
basic colors of the American and British fleets in WWII, which is a perfect
complement for MENG’s new references and any naval modeler.
The colors within this set are true to the actual color with a little modification
for scale effect. These acrylic paints are formulated for airbrush although they
can be used with brush too, and they are soluble in water. These acrylic
paints are formulated by MENG and AK-Interactive under the most exact
parameters. We recommend MENG thinner for use with this product.
This set contains:
MC-291 Deck Blue 20 B
MC-292 Haze Gray 5 H
MC-293 Sea Blue 5 S
MC-294 Admiralty Dark Grey 507A
MC-295 Admiralty Light Grey 507 C
MC-296 Wooden Deck

AK103 MODELING WHITE PUTTY

AK104 MODELING GREY PUTTY

MC-811 BRITISH AND US NAVY
BASIC NAVAL COLORS

November 2016

4.50€

4.50€

14.00€

http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/modeling-white-putty/
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/modeling-grey-putty/
http://ak-interactive.com/v2/product/british-and-us-navy-basic-naval-colors/

